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Abstract
Generalized Hadamard matrices of order qn1 (q—a prime power, nX2) over GFðqÞ are
related to symmetric nets in afﬁne 2-ðqn; qn1; ðqn1  1Þ=ðq  1ÞÞ designs invariant under an
elementary abelian group of order q acting semi-regularly on points and blocks. The rank of
any such matrix over GFðqÞ is greater than or equal to n  1: It is proved that a matrix of
minimum q-rank is unique up to a monomial equivalence, and the related symmetric net is a
classical net in the n-dimensional afﬁne geometry AGðn; qÞ:
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A generalized Hadamard matrix Hðm; GÞ ¼ ðhijÞ over an additive group G of order
q is a qm qm matrix with entries from G with the property that for every i; j;
1piojpqm; the multi-set fhis  hjs j 1pspqmg contains every element of G exactly m
times. A generalized Hadamard matrix H is normalized with respect to row i and
column j if all entries in the ith row and jth column of H are equal to the neutral
(zero) element of G:
A t-design D with parameters v; k; l; or a t-ðv; k; lÞ design, is a set X of v points
together with a collection B of b k-subsets of X called blocks such that every t-subset
of X is contained in exactly l blocks. It follows that every i-subset of points ðiptÞ is
contained in exactly li ¼ lðvitiÞ=ðkitiÞ blocks [1]. The number l1 of blocks that
contain a given point is traditionally denoted by r; and the total number of blocks is
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l0 ¼ b: A design is symmetric if v ¼ b; or equivalently, r ¼ k: An automorphism of a
design is any permutation of the points that preserves the collection of blocks. Two
designs are isomorphic if there exists a bijection between their point sets that maps
the blocks of the ﬁrst design into blocks of the second design.
An incidence matrix ofD is a b  v ð0; 1Þmatrix A ¼ ðaijÞ with rows indexed by the
blocks, and columns indexed by the points, where aij ¼ 1 if the ith block contains the
jth point and aij ¼ 0 otherwise. The dual designD	 ofD is obtained by interchanging
the roles of points and blocks in D; in other words, D	 is the design with incidence
matrix AT :
A parallel class in a t-ðqk; k; lÞ design is a set of q pairwise disjoint blocks. A
resolution is a partition of the collection of blocks into disjoint parallel classes.
A design is resolvable if it admits a resolution. A resolvable design with a resolution
R is affine (or affine resolvable), if there exists a constant ma0 such that every
two blocks that belong to different parallel classes of R intersect in exactly
m points. It follows that an afﬁne design admits only one resolution and that
m ¼ k=q ¼ k2=v:
A symmetric ðm; qÞ-net is a symmetric 1-ðmq2; mq; mqÞ design D such that both D
and D	 are afﬁne [1,9]. Consequently, the mq2 points of D can be partitioned into mq
disjoint (parallel) classes, each containing q points, so that any two points that
belong to the same class do not occur together in any block, while any two points
that belong to different classes occur together in exactly m blocks.
A symmetric ðm; qÞ net is class-regular if it admits a group of automorphisms G of
order q (called group of bitranslations) that acts transitively (and hence regularly) on
every point and block parallel class.
Every generalized Hadamard matrix H ¼ Hðm; GÞ over a group G of order q
determines a class-regular symmetric ðm; qÞ-net with a group of bitranslations
isomorphic to G; and conversely, every class-regular symmetric ðm; qÞ-net with a
group of bitranslations G gives rise to a generalized Hadamard matrix Hðm; GÞ [1].
The connection between generalized Hadamard matrices and class-regular nets is
described in the next section (Construction 2.1).
Two generalized Hadamard matrices are equivalent if their corresponding
symmetric nets are isomorphic as designs. In particular, two generalized Hadamard
matrices are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permutations of
rows and columns.
The classical example of a class-regular ðm ¼ qn2; qÞ-net, where q is a prime
power, is obtained from the afﬁne design with parameters
v ¼ qn; k ¼ qn1; l ¼ q
n1  1
q  1 ; r ¼
qn  1
q  1 ; ð1Þ
having as points and blocks the points and hyperplanes in the n-dimensional afﬁne
space AGðn; qÞ over a ﬁnite ﬁeld of order q: An explicit description of this classical
net with group of bitranslations isomorphic to the additive group of GFðqÞ is given
in the next section (Construction 2.2).
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For any prime power q; the number of nonisomorphic afﬁne 2-designs with
parameters (1) grows exponentially with n [5–7]. It is likely that these designs yield an
exponentially growing number of inequivalent generalized Hadamard matrices over
the additive group of GFðqÞ: However, that appears difﬁcult to prove. It is known
that not every afﬁne design with parameters (1) contains symmetric subnets, and
there exist symmetric nets that are not class-regular [10].
The enumeration of all generalized Hadamard matrices of some small orders
indicates that the classical examples of generalized Hadamard matrices that arise
from AGðn; qÞ are not the only matrices (up to equivalence) with the given
parameters. For example, there are two inequivalent generalized Hadamard matrices
of order 9 over the group of order 3 (one based on a symmetric net in AGð3; 3Þ) [10],
and 226 inequivalent generalized Hadamard matrices of order 16 over the
elementary Abelian group of order 4, one of those based on a net in AGð3; 4Þ [4].
It is the goal of this note to characterize the generalized Hadamard matrix
Hðqn2; GÞ ðnX2Þ over the additive group G of GFðqÞ associated with the classical
net in AGðn; qÞ; among all generalized Hadamard matrices with these parameters in
terms of its minimum rank over GFðqÞ: Namely, the following theorem holds true.
Theorem 1. Let q be a prime power, and H be a qn1 by qn1 ðnX2Þ generalized
Hadamard matrix with entries from GFðqÞ: Then
(i) rankqHXn  1:
(ii) If rankqH ¼ n  1 then H is unique up to permutations of rows and columns, and
multiplications of rows or columns by nonzero elements of GFðqÞ:
(iii) The class-regular symmetric ðqn2; qÞ-net associated with a generalized Hadamard
matrix H of q-rank n  1 is isomorphic to a net obtained from AGðn; qÞ via
Construction 2.2.
2. Symmetric nets and orthogonal arrays from AGðn; qÞ
The following construction describes the connection between generalized
Hadamard matrices and nets [1].
Construction 2.1. Generalized Hadamard matrices and symmetric nets.
Every generalized Hadamard matrix H ¼ Hðm; GÞ over a group G of order q
determines a class-regular symmetric ðm; qÞ-net N with a group of bitranslations
isomorphic to G as follows: let %G be a group of q  q permutation matrices
isomorphic to G; and let f be an isomorphism between G and %G: Replacing each
element hij of H by fðhijÞ gives a ð0; 1Þ-incidence matrix of a class-regular symmetric
ðm; qÞ-net N:
Now assume that a class-regular ðm; qÞ-net N with a group of bitranslations G of
order q is given. An incidence matrix A of N can be chosen so that A is a block
matrix consisting of q  q submatrices being permutation matrices that form a group
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%G of order q isomorphic to G: The group G acts regularly on the rows and columns
of each q  q block submatrix. Consider G as an abstract group with elements
g1; g2;y; gq; and let y be a group isomorphism between %G and G: Replacing each
q  q block submatrix of A by its image under y gives a generalized Hadamard
matrix H ¼ Hðm; GÞ:
Note that each column of H corresponds to a parallel class of blocks of N; while
the rows of N correspond to parallel classes of points of N:
Let nX2 and q be a give prime power. The classical ðqn2; qÞ net in AGðn; qÞ is
constructed as follows.
Construction 2.2. The classical ðqn2; qÞ net in AGðn; qÞ:
The hyperplanes in AGðn; qÞ form an afﬁne 2-design D with parameters (1). Let P be
a class of qn1 parallel lines in AGðn; qÞ; that is, P consists of a given one-
dimensional vector subspace L of GFðqÞn and its cosets. Every line is contained in
ðqn  qÞðqn  q2Þyðqn  qn2Þ
ðqn1  qÞðqn1  q2Þyðqn1  qn2Þ ¼
qn1  1
q  1
hyperplanes. Deleting from D the hyperplanes that contain lines from P leaves an
incidence structure N with qn points being a 1-design such that every point is
contained in exactly
r0 ¼ r  q
n1  1
q  1 ¼
qn  1
q  1 
qn1  1
q  1 ¼ q
n1 ¼ k
blocks. Thus, N is an afﬁne 1-ðqn; qn1; qn1Þ design, being also a symmetric ðqn2; qÞ-
net. Blocks of N are the hyperplanes that meet every line of P in at most one point.
The group of translations of the one-dimensional vector subspace L is an elementary
Abelian group G of order q that acts regularly on each line from P; and on each of
the qn1 parallel classes of blocks of N: Thus, G is a group of bitranslations of N; and
N is a class-regular symmetric net. Consequently, an incidence matrix A of N can be
chosen so that A is a block matrix consisting of q  q permutation submatrices that
form a group of order q isomorphic to G:
Replacing the q  q submatrices of A with the corresponding elements of G gives
an qn1  qn1 generalized Hadamard matrix H over G: Note that since G is an
elementary Abelian group, it is isomorphic to the additive group of the ﬁnite ﬁeld
GFðqÞ: Thus, we can consider H as a matrix with entries from GFðqÞ:
Remark 2.3. All symmetric nets obtained via Construction 2.2 are in one orbit under
the general collineation group of AGðn; qÞ; thus all these nets are isomorphic.
An orthogonal array O=OAtðq; n; mÞ of strength t with q distinct symbols, n columns
(or constraints), and index m; is a qtm n matrix O with entries from a set Fq of size q
such that every submatrix consisting of t distinct columns of O contains every ordered t-
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tuple ða1;y; atÞAF tq exactly m times as a row. An orthogonal array OAtðq; n; mÞ is also
an orthogonal array of strength s for any sot; with index ms ¼ qtsm:
Two orthogonal arrays with the same parameters are equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by permutations of the columns, the rows, and the symbols
in each column.
An orthogonal array of strength one, OA1ðq; n; m1Þ; exists if and only if a
resolvable 1-ðv; k; rÞ design exists with v ¼ qm1 points, block size k ¼ m1; and r ¼ n
parallel classes [11]. Similarly, an orthogonal array of strength two, OA2ðq; n; mÞ;
exists if and only if an afﬁne 1-ðq2m; qm; nÞ design exists [11]. The correspondence
between an orthogonal array A and the related resolvable design D is described
by the following construction, being a special case of a more general construction
from [11].
Construction 2.4. Orthogonal arrays from affine designs and vice versa.
Let D be an afﬁne 1-design with parameters v ¼ q2m; k ¼ qm; r ¼ n; b ¼ qn:
We can arrange the blocks B1;y; Bb of D so that the sets Bði1Þqþ1;
Bði1Þqþ2;y; Biq ð1piprÞ are the parallel classes. Consider a v  b incidence
matrix A of D that corresponds to such arrangement of the blocks. Let
Ai ð1piprÞ be the v  q submatrix of A that corresponds to the blocks of the ith
parallel class. Each row of Ai is a row of the identity matrix Iq of order q: We label
the rows of Iq by the elements of a set Fq of size q and replace each row of
Ai ð1piprÞ by its label. The result is an orthogonal array OA2ðq; n; mÞ:
Conversely, given an orthogonal array O=OA2ðq; n;mÞ with symbols from a
set Fq of size q; one obtains an afﬁne design from O as follows. Consider a
bijection f between Fq and the set of rows of the identity matrix Iq: Replacing
each entry b of O by fðbÞ yields a ð0; 1Þ-incidence matrix of a design D on q2m
points and qn blocks. Since each symbol of Fq occurs exactly qm times in
every column of O; all blocks of D are of size k ¼ qm: Every column of O
yields a parallel class of q pairwise disjoint blocks, hence D is a resolvable
1-ðq2m; qm; nÞ design. Since every ordered pair of symbols ða; bÞAF 2q
occurs exactly m times as a row of O; it follows that every two blocks of D that
belong to different parallel classes meet in exactly m points. Thus, D is an afﬁne design.
As an immediate corollary of this construction, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.5. The set of rows of a generalized Hadamard matrix Hðm; GÞ associated
with a class-regular symmetric ðm; qÞ-net N via Construction 2.1 is a subset of the set of
rows of an orthogonal array OA2ðq; n; mÞ over Fq ¼ G associated with N via
Construction 2.4.
Remark 2.6. Different labeling of the rows of Iq in Construction 2.4 yield equivalent
orthogonal arrays. Similarly, all afﬁne designs obtained from a given orthogonal
array via Construction 2.4 are isomorphic.
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A q-ary code of length n is a set of n-tuples (or vectors) with components from a
ﬁnite set of size q: A linear q-ary code C of length n is a linear subspace of GFðqÞn;
where q is a prime power. The dual code C> is deﬁned as the orthogonal space of
C with respect to the ordinary scalar product in GFðqÞn: For more on codes, see,
e.g. [8].
An orthogonal array with n columns and q symbols from a ﬁnite ﬁeld GFðqÞ is
linear if its rows form a linear subspace of GFðqÞn; or in other words, if the rows of
the array form a linear q-ary code of length n:
Theorem 2.7 (Bose [3]). A linear code over GFðqÞ with dual Hamming distance d> is
a linear orthogonal array of strength d>  1:
Linear orthogonal arrays of strength 2 are characterized as being obtained via
Construction 2.4 from afﬁne designs whose collection of blocks is a union of parallel
classes of hyperplanes in an afﬁne geometry [12].
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Statement (i) follows from the dimensions of H:
(ii) If rankqH ¼ n  1; the rows, as well as the columns of H form an ðn  1Þ-
dimensional vector subspace of GFðqÞqn1 : In particular, H contains one all-zero row
and one all-zero column, i.e., H is normalized. Since H is a generalized Hadamard
matrix with parameter m ¼ qn2; every nonzero row of H contains every element of
GFðqÞ exactly qn2 times, and every two rows coincide in exactly qn2 positions.
Therefore, the rows of H form a linear equidistant code C of length qn1 and
dimension n  1 over GFðqÞ of Hamming weight qn1  qn2: Disregarding the zero
column of H gives a linear equidistant code of length qn1  1: Up to monomial
equivalence, any equidistant code with these parameters consists of q  1 copies of
the dual code of the q-ary linear Hamming code of length ðqn1  1Þ=ðq  1Þ [2]. The
rows of a linear equidistant code C of length qn1; dimension n  1 and weight
qn1  qn2 that contains one zero coordinate is a generalized Hadamard matrix over
GFðqÞ with m ¼ qn2 as long as every nonzero vector in C contains every
element of GFðqÞ the same number of times, that is, qn2 times. It is easy to see
that this property holds true if we choose a generator matrix for C of the following
form:
ð%0; B; bB; b2B;y; bq2BÞ; ð2Þ
where %0 is the zero column with n  1 entries, B is a parity-check matrix of the q-ary
Hamming code of length ðqn1  1Þ=ðq  1Þ; and b is a primitive element of GFðqÞ:
This proves (ii).
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(iii) A symmetric ðm; qÞ-net N associated with H via Construction 2.1 is associated
also with an orthogonal array OA2ðq; qn1; qn2Þ via Construction 2.4. We will show
that among the many equivalent orthogonal arrays associated with N there is a
linear one, and we will use that linear array to show that N is isomorphic to a
classical net in AGðn; qÞ:
Let us consider the linear q-ary code C of dimension n and length qn1 spanned by
the rows of matrix (2) and the all-one vector, that is, by the rows of the following
matrix M:
M ¼ 1 1y1 1y1 y 1y1
%0 B bB y bq2B
 
: ð3Þ
Since every two columns of M are linearly independent and M contains triples of
linearly dependent columns, the dual distance of C is d> ¼ 3: It follows from
Theorem 2.7 that C is an orthogonal linear array O=OA2ðq; qn1; qn2Þ: The rows of
H form a linear subspace of codimension one of the linear array O: Thus, O and H
are associated with the same net N as in Lemma 2.5. According to Remark 2.3, in
order to show that N is isomorphic to a classical ðqn2; qÞ-net, it sufﬁces to show that
each parallel class in N is a parallel class of hyperplanes in AGðn; qÞ: Let a1;y; an be
n linearly independent rows, that is, a basis of the linear array O: Every row x ¼
ðx1;y; xqn1Þ of O is a unique linear combination of a1;y; an:
x ¼ a1a1 þ?þ anan
for some a1;y; anAGFðqÞ: Thus, we can label the rows of O by the vectors
ða1;y; anÞAGFðqÞn; that is, by the points of AGðn; qÞ: Let P be the n by qn1 matrix
having a1;y; an as rows, and let ðp1i;y; pniÞT be the ith column of P ð1pipqn1Þ:
Then
xi ¼ a1p1i þ?þ anpni:
Since the array O does not contain all-zero columns, each column of P is a nonzero
vector. It follows that for every gAGFðqÞ the linear equation
a1p1i þ?þ anpni ¼ g ð4Þ
has qn1 solutions ða1;y; anÞAGFðqÞn that form a coset of an ðn  1Þ-dimensional
vector subspace of GFðqÞn; or equivalently, a hyperplane in the n-dimensional afﬁne
space AGðn; qÞ: Thus, for every gAGFðqÞ; the labels ða1;y; anÞ of the qn1 entries in
the ith column of O that are equal to g form a hyperplane in AGðn; qÞ with Eq. (4).
The q different hyperplanes corresponding to the q different values of g form a
parallel class of hyperplanes in AGðn; qÞ: &
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